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capabilities in the US by going on-shore

and near-shore. Today, it has perfected the

right-shoring model not limiting its

ambitions to Indian soil only, but venturing

out offshore to other geographic

destinations overseas, wherever the right

skill is available at the right price.

In keeping with its first mover image,

HTMT Global Solutions is also one of the

first to identify the opportunity in the

Indian domestic business. Within 2 years,

it has executed a flawless Dominate

Domestic strategy to emerge as one of the

biggest players for BPO services in the

Indian market. The latest of many firsts is its

Tier 2 delivery strategy its newly opened

delivery centres in Mysore and Durgapur

represent another pioneering venture of

tapping the potential of the Tier 2 cities in

India, where skilled resources are available

in abundance.

Being in the forefront also means

utilization of cutting edge technology. All

the 20 delivery centres of HTMT Global

Solutions have a redundant architecture of

connectivity. This technology redundancy

was put to test on two occasions in the

recent past. The Bangalore floods in

October 2005 and the Taiwan earthquake

in December 2006 put the redundant

infrastructure to the ultimate test, but your

company emerged with flying colours by

minimizing the impact of these calamities

to its business. When services from other

competing players were knocked out for

several days by these two events, your

Company was back in business in a matter

of hours.

There are exciting times ahead. As the

industry matures and consolidates, HTMT

Global Solutions has an aggressive organic

and inorganic growth strategy. It is debt

free and is in a position to fund acquisitions

with its cash warchest of over US $ 100

million.

The journey has just begun.

Yours sincerely,

22nd August 2007

Ramkrishan P Hinduja

Chairman
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